Participation in the 13th IFLA Interlending and Document Supply Conference which was held in Yingjie Exchange Center, Peking University, Beijing, China during 16 – 18 October, 2013 organized by the IFLA Section on DD/RS and China Academic Library and Information System (CALIS).

Financial Sponsor (travel, accommodation, registration fee and food)
IFLA Section on Document Delivery and Resource Sharing
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Ramesh BHATTARAI
Librarian
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Dillibazar Kathmandu Nepal

I am very thankful to IFLA Section on Document Delivery and Resource Sharing for supporting me financially for my attendance to the 13th IFLA Interlending and Document Supply Conference which was held in Yingjie Exchange Center, Peking University, Beijing, China during 16 – 18 October, 2013.

My credit goes to Mary A. Hollerich former Chair, Standing Committee of IFLA Section on DD/RS and Molly Liu (member of local organizing committee), who had provided me support in every step. I also cannot forget Chair Pentti Vattulainen and Peter Seangill Bae.

Educational conferences and seminars are required for every professional to update on world class education and professional development. Citizens from developing countries like; Nepal gets trouble to attend these types of programs abroad due to poor financial situation so IFLA Section on DD/RS role is encouraging and effective nowadays.

I am whole heartily pleased with IFLA Section on DD/RS who had provided me an excellent opportunity to participate in the Conference. It was not possible without the support. I learned and shared my present views, knowledge and opinions in the Conference. The conference gave me new ideas to increase professionalism and to look at the challenges in home country. I had also made good professional relation between different paper presenters, participants which is very beneficial for future R/D.

Thank you.

Ramesh Bhattarai